SNCF

The Société nationale des chemins de fer français (SNCF, "French National Railway Company") is France's national state-owned railway company and one of the Global 500. It operates the country's national rail traffic along with Monaco, including the TGV, France's high-speed rail network. Its functions include operation of railway services for passengers and freight, and maintenance and signaling of rail infrastructure. About 14,000 trains are operated daily and serve over 100 million passengers a year. SNCF chose Time Machine to test its critical Iconis mainline solutions application, a Railway Management System published by Alstom in which infrastructure managers have complete control over their network operations in an adaptable and user-friendly package. Time Machine enabled the Alstom team to streamline this vital implementation.
Kohl's Department Stores chooses Time Machine as their time travel testing solution for their mainframe to Exadata migration project.

Solution-Soft is proud to announce our new partnership with Delphix.

Delphix enables you to generate test data and time travel your data. Time Machine provides you with a virtual clock that enables you to travel time. Through our partnership we provide a complete solution to time travel all of your applications and databases.
Solution-Soft Releases Enterprise Management Console to Support Read Only Access Control

Enterprise Management Console is a critical member of the Time Machine Suite of Products. Monitor & control virtual clocks for all of the Time Machine Suite of Products installed on systems across the enterprise, on the premises or in the Cloud.

Learn More

Now Available! Time Machine Framework for Oracle (TMFO) 18c Multitenant Databases
Time Machine Framework for Oracle (TMFO) is part of the Time Machine stack that provides more granularity of time travel within an Oracle instance, so multiple different virtual clocks can co-exist. TMFO enables customers to monitor all connections to an Oracle instance and to time travel specific connections with its own virtual clock. Customers can also define, enable or disable rules, so virtual clocks will be automatically set upon connection.

Pi Day
*March 14, 2019*
People everywhere are digging into a slice of their favorite pie today to celebrate the most iconic irrational number: Pi!
After all, March 14, or 3/14, is the perfect time to honor the essential mathematical constant, whose first digits are 3.14.
**Pi Day is also Albert Einstein's birthday**

CASE STUDIES

**NC FAST**
North Carolina Families Accessing Services through Technology

Time Machine® helps the State of Northern Carolina DHHS on the IBM Cúram based and highly acclaimed NC Fast Program.
“One of the challenges we had was, how do we execute our time-based testing scripts? Our initial approach was to change the system date/time on the AppServer LPAR. By doing this it affected all the AppServer instances (or the environments that box was part of). This caused problems for our testing teams and for the IT team who manages the box at the OS level. We went with Time Machine and it has been working very well for us. We have the ability to change the date/time across all the components specific to an environment. Executing time/shifts, troubleshooting issues, deployments etc. has been very smooth. We are currently using Time Machine in three test environments and one development environment, and we are very happy with the current setup."

Dan, Release Architect
N.C. Department of Health and Human Services - NC FAST
on their IBM Curam based project.

With Time Machine the challenges they faced during the implementation were a breeze to overcome saving them time and money.

Read the case study to learn more
Time Machine® & TM Sync Server Help CYBG Test Debt Management 9 with True Test Automation for Smooth Deployment

Ultimately Time Machine contributed to this successful delivery & Solution-Soft was recognized for our "outstanding customer support."

Summer Solstice - June 21 2019
The First Day Of Summer
The Summer Solstice occurs when the sun reaches both its highest & northernmost points in the sky. It marks the start of summer in the northern half of the globe. The Summer Solstice is the day with the longest period of sunlight. The Sun appears highest in the sky at the solstice; its rays strike Earth at a more direct angle, causing the efficient warming we call summer.

Solution-Soft Deploys the popular Time Machine® on AWS Marketplace Enterprise

Solution-Soft's Pre-installed Software Products can now be Easily Accessed in the Cloud

Launching EC2 RHEL Instance with Time Machine using Solution-Soft BYOL AMI

To make Time Machine deployment in AWS easier & more convenient for our customers, Solution-Soft offers Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) in the AWS marketplace.

Read our White Paper to learn more

Learn More

TESTIMONIALS
At Solution-Soft, customers project's delivered on-time is our number one priority! We pride ourselves on providing outstanding Customer Service and Support and are thrilled with all of the positive feedback we get from our customers.

Scroll down to read some recent Customer Testimonials below.

“Please accept my thanks, on behalf of Zurich and DXC, for the excellent customer service you have given us, and for making this task so straightforward.”
Zurich Account Group DC, Platform DXC

"Thanks a lot Solution-Soft, for getting our urgent requirement done over the weekend and so late. Appreciate it!"
Manager Engineer, National Australia Bank (NAB)

“You guys have been beyond amazing on every single support request, thanks again, so much.”
Windows Technical Specialist, CYBG

“Solution-Soft team, thanks a lot for taking your time to help us in resolving the issue outside of office hours.”
Capgemini

Follow us now on all major Social Media Platforms
Keep up to date on all your Time Shift Testing needs for a chance at a shout out!